Thames Tour 2019
Return of the magnificent six
Lechlade to Abingdon
For our third Thames Tour, we decided to complete the whole navigable length by rowing from
Lechlade to Abingdon from where we started our first tour.
Back for a third year were Steve Lawson and Mike Povey, joined by previous participants Mike
Arding, Roger Bidgood and Malcolm Hayes. The old boys were complemented by Joe Guerin who
was embarking on his first tour.
Despite unseasonal heavy rain the week before, we were blessed with bright sunshine for the first
day. We set off from Lechlade marina where Mike P had arranged boating, and parking for the trailer
and cars.

Thumbs up from Roger as we set off from Lechlade
Leaving Lechlade we soon found ourselves out in the countryide, tall reeds lining the banks of the
river make seeing any landmarks difficult. The river meanders constantly. Fallen trees and reed beds
make the river narrow substantially in places causing us to draw in the oars on occasion to pass
safely.

The river is so peaceful, with little traffic, it’s hard to believe that you’re on one of the main
waterways of the country. There are few houses by the river and the only sounds are birdsong.

One of the recurring features along the bank are World War Two pillboxes, as the Thames was the
last line of defence should the invasion have occurred.

As it is our third year of touring the Thames, we are quite used to going through the locks, and
quickly got the hang of it again. The locks are manned and immaculately kept. The lockkeepers are
always friendly, helpful, and patient. They do have a lunch break, and you have to work the lock
yourself if it is not manned. This is straight forward enough, with clear instructions displayed. Above
Oxford the operation is manual, below the locks are hydraulic.

There are no rowing clubs above Oxford. On previous trips we have relied upon them to provide safe
and easy mooring to change crews over and for rest stops. We found at times it was a struggle to
find somewhere safe to stop, and had to climb high banks to get out of the boats.
Fortunately we found there were a couple of pubs by the river where essential rehydration was able
to take place.

Mikes traditional sunhat makes an appearance as he tries to disguise a crab

Pulling up at Ye Olde Swan, Radcot

The crews take a well-earned rehydration and lunch stop at Ye Olde Swan, Radcott
There are few landmarks on this stretch of the Thames.
As the river meanders, often turning back on itself it is difficult to know which way you are heading.
The main features are bridges taking the roads over the river. Many of these are very old, with
narrow arches. The main ones are accompanied by inns.
Lunch stop at the Swan was enjoyed at the terrace BBQ.

Peaceful river at Tadpole Bridge

A scenic spot for our second stop of the day at the Rose Revived, Newbridge.

Malcolm and Mike A powering Zephyr along, ably coxed by Roger

At the end of the day, Mike and Joe enjoy a well-earned rest.
Having rowed 20 miles and navigated seven locks we arrived at our overnight stop, the Ferryman’s
Inn at Bablock Hythe. We pulled the boats up on the grass by the slipway for the night.

Boats pulled up and parked for the night at the Ferry, Bablock Hythe.

The Ferryman’s Inn at Bablock Hythe was our overnight stop.
A traditional Inn situated at a long-disused crossing point on the Thames.
The hotel was comfortable, we had a room with an enormous balcony overlooking the river. Food
was basic pub fare, but tasty, and the Wadworth 6X flowed freely.
We were promised the full English breakfast with “two of everything”. When it came there were two
eggs, two bacon, one sausage, one hash brown, so slightly disappointing.

Day Two

Setting off for the second day
After a hearty full English breakfast, the intrepid crews embarked on the second day of the tour.
Only 18 miles to row today, but 8 locks to transit.

Waiting at the first lock of the day

Mike bailing furiously to no avail.
We noticed that Zephyr had slowed somewhat. Approaching Eynsham Lock the Roger commented
that there was water sloshing about in the bottom of the boat. Checking the rear compartment it
was found to be half full of water.

Despite bailing the water out, we found it was coming in as fast as we could remove it. So we
unloaded the boat and hauled it out of the water. There was a hole about 10mm in diameter in the
stern, it had a piece of wood still in it. We must have been pierced by a sunken branch.
I had packed some repair kit, and it was a matter of drying around the hole and using a fibreglass
epoxy paste to seal the hole. This set quickly in the sunshine, and with a layer of gaffer tape we were
on our way again.

Shooting Godstow Bridge
As the journey continues, the peace and quiet is disturbed by the growing roar of traffic on the A34
Oxford bypass. It grows to a thunder, and passing under the road, suddenly you are back in
“civilisation” again.

We stopped for lunch at Wolvercote, mooring at Hinksey Sculling School, the first rowing club we
came across. Unfortunately due to our repair stop we were too late and the shop we intended to
use was closed. Everyone brought out their hidden stash of food, and we found we really didn’t need
anything else.
Continuing into Oxford the sky became overcast and rain threatened.

The pace was slowed as we had to navigate through a sailing club race, and many fishermen’s rods
overhanging the river.
The Thames does not pass through the centre of Oxford, so is not very scenic. However you do pass
by the college boathouses where we saw a couple of eights out training, but we weren’t tempted to
take them on.

Passing the college boathouses in Oxford

Once through Oxford the river becomes peaceful again. We stopped at Radley College Boathouse for
a stretch and rest, then set off on the final pull to Abingdon.

Mike tests the wall at Radley College

We found some renewed energy on the final stretch from Sandford Lock to Abingdon. A little
competitive spirit emerged with each crew overtaking the other. A little light rain broke out cooling
off the crews nicely.

At Abingdon Rowing Club we were met by Malcolm’s family, and were grateful for a lift back to
Lechlade to pick up the boat trailer and cars.

Boats loaded, ready for the trip back to MK

38 miles rowed over the weekend, and for two of us, the completion of the 125 miles of the nontidal Thames, most satisfied to have achieved this, so where should we go next?

Roger said:
A superb weekend, well organised as usual.
The distance seemed easier this year largely due I suppose to us fighting an incoming tide at the end
last year. Extra daylight helped so there was no pressure to finish before dark.
Could maybe have stopped at a pub on the second day for lunch as we missed lunch on the Sunday last
year too.
Would enjoy a similar one next year however I think the Thames may take some beating.
Thanks to Steve once again and everyone else for their company.

Malcom commented:
It was great fun, great company and a great experience yet again!
I agree with all that Mike and Roger say.
I was impressed with Mike A although suffering from jet lag he rowed and coxed superbly, also keeping
us amused with his humour!
It was great having Joe on board this year, I hope us older guys didn't cramp his style!
Well done to Steve for all the organising and Mike P for towing the boats and checking out the marina.
I hope I'm as strong as Roger when I reach 80!

Mike Povey commented:
I'd recommend Lechlade Marina as a starting point for anyone who fancies repeating the event, friendly
people and secure parking.
The upper Thames was more of a challenge to steer than I expected, very sinuous but also narrow in
many places due to reed growth and fallen trees.
First time we have needed to make repairs en route - well done Steve for having his tin of epoxy on
board and Roger for noticing the water round his feet.....

Nice of Malcolm's family to turn out to welcome granddad at the finish.
Another memorable weekend in good company.
That's the Thames done - what next Steve ?

Joe said:
I really enjoyed the weekend. I would love to join next year’s trip, where are we going?

